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Roar! I hear the sound of a snow leopard roaring in the distance.Being an animal lover is
one of my qualities I’m  thankful for because I love animals! I can teach people and tell them
facts about animals, so they don't tell people faluesfalse things about the beautiful creatures that
roam this earth with us. I'm also thankful for my gratitude to people and all living animals.

I'm thankful for my quality of animal knowledge because it comes in handy when my
friends or my family have a question about animals. When I'm in nature and I hear or see an
animal I know what it is and if it is dangerous or not. And the last reason why I’m thankful for my
animal quality is when I'm out exploring the woods and I see an animal track I most likely know
what the animal is.

Another quality that I have  that I'm grateful, because it makes me feel like a good
person and also shows gratitude towards people.I also like being grateful because it makes
people feel good about themselves because I love seeing people happy and being grateful can
make someone happy. It's like click in your stomach and it makes you feel good.

The last quality I like about myself is that I love soccer because it gives me a sense of
accomplishment like if you got 1st place in a race. And it gives me a hobby to do when I'm
bored. It also teaches me about sportsmanship and teamwork because you can't play a team
game solo, so you have to learn teamwork.

Therefore, I have many qualities that are important .The quality I am most thankful for is
that I'm great at soccer. Soccer is my best quality because I'm really good at it and it is the most
fun hobby I do.  I hope I do it for the rest of my life.


